Abstract-The training time of Adaboost to obtain the strong classifier is usually time-consuming. Moreover, to deal with rotated faces, it is natural to need much more processing time for both training and execution stages. In this paper, we propose new efficient and fast multi-view face detection method based on Adaboost. From the robustness property of Harr-like feature, we first construct the strong classifier more effective to detect rotated face, and then we also propose new method that can reduce the training time. We call the method feature transformation method, which rotates and reflects entire weak classifiers of the strong classifier to construct new strong classifiers. Using our proposed feature transformation method, elapsed training time decrease significantly. We also test our face detectors on real-time HD images, and the results show the effectiveness of our proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face detection is a task of finding the location of face region from single image or video. Face detection can be used in biometrics, such as a pre-processing step of face recognition systems, robot vision applications, saliency detection, skin detection, surveillance, etc. Most face detectors are based on sub-window searching algorithm to find face regions. Several methods have been tried to determine whether a face is placed inside a sub-window or not. For example, neural-network based [3, 6] and support vector machine [5] had been used and got effective results. Viola et al. [8] proposed Adaboost [2] based face detection system with integral image based Haar-like features, which can be processed with high accuracy in real time.
However, it is hard to detect some rotated face regions by using the original Haar-like feature and its variants [7, 8] based face detectors. To overcome this limitation, there are several approaches to detect rotated faces. Some methods [1, 4, 9] used multiple face detectors which can only detect rotated faces with fixed angles with low execution time. The other methods [3, 6] based on neural-network often shows fine performance with robustness to rotation, but they commonly have relatively complex framework and most of them require long training and execution time for real-time implementation. Especially in [4] , entire input image is rotated twice to detect rotated faces, which needs to generate integral images according to the number of rotation, so the process is obviously time-consuming and redundant. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the process of detecting a face region by using Adaboost. We also introduce the feature reflection and rotation method for rotation invariant face detection system. Experimental results are presented in Section III. In Section IV, we conclude our work with further discussion.
II. PROPOSED MULTI-VIEW FACE DETECTION

A. Robustness of Haar-like features
Widely used Haar-like features [8] are shown in Figure 2 , we call the features first, second, third, fourth, and fifth type feature from the left. One of great advantages of using Haarlike features chosen for the features of Adaboost is the robustness of features. Because each output value of Haar-like features are calculated by the average pixel intensities inside rectangular areas by the integral images [8] , slight changes of faces in training face set are neglible to learn informative Haar-like features. In other words, Haar-like features conduct like rectangular average filter, output of which is not readily varying by small changes of input. Thus, Haar-like feature based Adaboost can effectively learn to construct the best informative weak classifiers from a great number of diverse faces and the convergence of Adaboost is also preserved by the robustness. For instance, positions and sizes of eyes of each diverse upright face are different, but a third type Haar-like feature can cover the region under small variances of faces. Figure 1 is a toy example to show the robustness of a Haar-like feature. We can notice that some slight changes of the in-plane angle and outof-plane angle cannot affect the training process too much.
The robustness of Haar-like features can be utilized to deal with rotated faces in the training stage. From a given original training set consisting of several faces, we enlarge the training set by rotating them to construct an expanded training set. Then, in-plane rotated faces can contribute to detect similar view faces in the test stage. Out-of-plane rotated faces cannot be easily produced by rigid transformations such as rotation, so it is necessary to find the faces captured in different viewpoints corresponding to the out-of-plane rotation to construct the original training set. Note that this process is the in-plane process, but if the training set contains several angles of out-of-plane rotated faces inherently, expanded faces also contribute to detect out-of-plane rotate faces in the test stage.
However, the rotations degree of additional faces should be constrained inside a proper range. Because, high degrees of rotation of faces cause large intra-variance of the positive samples, so that Adaboost cannot converge well to classify the positive and negative samples. Besides, the convergence rate of Adaboost drops proportionally to the rotation angle and it diverges in the long run.
We determined that the proper range of in-plane rotation is from -15 degrees to +15 degrees and out-of-plane rotation is from -15 degrees to +15 degrees of nearly upright faces. This is set by the cross-validation of the convergence rate of Adaboost in training stage and the discriminative power of the learned strong classifier. Under the setting we mentioned above and the expanded nearly upright (0 degree) face training set, we can obtain the strong classifier, which can detect from -15 degrees to +15 degrees in-plane and out-plane rotated faces. If we learn a strong classifier from the expanded training set, original training set of which consists of about 30 degree in-pane rotated faces, we can detect from 15 degrees to 45 degree in-plane rotated faces.
B. Feature transformation
We propose the feature transformation method to obtain the strong classifier from the existing strong classifier for detecting rotated faces. Following the method in previous section, a size face detector with strong classifier learned from expanded training set can detect particular range of rotated faces, but not entire angle range. Hence, to cover more range, we need more classifiers. A simple way to increase the number of classifiers that can cover entire angle range is to train n classifiers from each corresponding rotated training set. However, this approach is time-consuming, since the training time increases proportionally to the number of classifiers. Let denotes the strong classifiers learned from the nearly upright face training set, we can produce two strong classifiers and , which can detect +90 degrees and -90 degrees in-plane rotated faces, respectively. This is done by feature transformation: feature reflection and rotation. Haar-like features of the upright face can be reused on the ±90 degrees in-plane rotated faces with simple coordinate changes and type changes. As shown in Figure 3 , if we reflect the coordinate and the type of the third type Haar-like feature on the upright face, we can detect ±90 degrees in-plane rotated faces without learning additional strong classifiers. We also notice that the difference between the reflection and the rotation is almost negligible, because the face is symmetric, so most of the learned weak classifiers are placed symmetrically in general. To calculate the value of new weak classifiers using integral image, sometimes black and white regions are exchanged and the sign of the values are also reversed. We denote these 'feature region preservation' and 'sign of feature region values', respectively. The detailed method is described in Table 1 .
We tested both rotated and reflected strong classifiers, but the performance is also almost equivalent. The strong classifiers , and can cover from -15 degrees to 15 degrees, from 75 degrees to 105 degrees and from -75 degrees to -105 degrees, respectively. We now extend our proposed method to cover other angle ranges (i.e., from -15 degrees to -75 degrees and from +15 degrees to +75 degrees). On the previous feature transform method, we start from one base strong classifier for upright faces to produce two other classifiers for +90 and -90 degrees rotated faces. We now start from another base strong classifier for +30 degrees rotated faces. The strong classifier is learned from +30 degrees rotated and cropped faces of original training faces. As shown in Figure 4 if we reflect the coordinate and the type of the Haar-like features on the +30 degrees rotated face, we can detect -30 and ±60 degrees inplane rotated faces without learning additional strong classifiers. Note that in this case, we need not only rotations, but reflections of features to detect reverse degrees of given base strong classifier. The detailed method is described in Table 2 . The strongest advantages of the feature transform method are as follows. First, all rotation detections are conducted on single integral image. In other words, given upright Haar-like feature based face detector, an integral image must be generated to calculate the values of Haar-like feature, we use the integral image for the purpose of calculating feature values of rotated faces. Since weak classifiers are reflected or rotated, we don't need to generate any additional integral images for rotated images. In addition, the training time can be dramatically reduced in the training stage of Adaboost. Learning large numbers of weak classifiers is usually timeconsuming, and if we need further strong classifiers for particular degrees to detect multi-view faces, the number of overall weak classifiers learned in the training stage is too excessive and redundant. Using our proposed feature transform method, we just need two strong classifiers, upright and +30 degrees face strong classifier and then we transform the strong classifiers to generate new strong classifiers very fast. Note that out-of-plane rotation is covered in the training stage by several training out-of-plane rotated faces that have different views as we mentioned above. Therefore, all classifiers can cover entire in-plane and specified out-of-plane angle range. 
C. Overall cascade structure
Each of strong classifiers produced by our proposed feature transform method has a cascade structure themselves consisting of weak classifiers. Therefore, entire weak classifiers can be combined together to construct single unified strong classifier. Let denotes the number of classifier stages, which comprise the strong classifier . The overall unified strong classifier has ∑ number of classifier stages as shown in Figure 5 . On each stage, an input sub-window is determined whether face or not. We set each strong classifier with , , , , in sequence. III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS We tested our proposed methods with Haar-like Local Binary Pattern (HLBP) features [7] , which are more robust to the illumination change than conventional Haar-like features. We train about 20,000 48 48 size face images and about 180,000 non-face images. Test and training environment is I5-760 CPU and 12GB RAM PC. We use two base strong classifiers: upright face strong classifier and +30 degree face strong classifier, and then we apply our proposed method to generate other strong classifiers. We first compare the training time that elapsed for generating whole strong classifiers with the training time that elapsed with our proposed method, and then we show the results on the real-time HD images.
A. Training time comparison
We compared our proposed feature transform method with the brute-force method that learns entire strong classifiers. Total elapsed time is measured under the same number of 2,800 features. It is shown that our proposed method significantly reduces the training time. After learning the base strong classifiers, our proposed method does not need additional time to learn new strong classifiers, so the feature learning time is much smaller than the whole classifiers learning method. 
B. Results on the real-time HD cam images
We apply our strong classifiers to the real-time HD cam images. Figure 6 shows some test results. We can notice that the strong classifiers effectively detect in-plane and out-ofplane rotation faces. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a new efficient and fast multi-view face detection method with the following new aspects. We have introduced a new method that can construct the effective strong classifiers to detect rotated faces from the robustness property of Harr-like features. Furthermore, we have also proposed a new method: 'feature transform method' that can reduce the training time. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method. For future work, we will generalize our feature transform method to other feature based face detectors such as MCT or LBP based face detector.
